
The new internationalism, East of Italy – a curator’s low budget travel report 
 
Arriving on the Asian side of Istanbul on a flight from Berlin with a German 
passport one does not have to pay for a visa. A thank you for all the jobs German 
companies offered to Turkish migrant workers in the post-W.W.II economic 
boom? A bilateral agreement? Nobody knew the answer. In September 2005 I 
was on a research trip with three fellow students from the MA Curating 
Contemporary Art at the Royal College of Art in London. Ahead a three-and-a-
half weeks journey by foot, bus, rail and taxi - from [the opening of the 9th] 
Istanbul [Biennial] to Budapest.  
 
I bought a copy of 'Time Out Istanbul - English edition', featuring a Biennial 
guide. A sign on the bridge leaving Asia is greeting visitors with a ‘Welcome to 
Europe!’ What was all the fuzz about then? – Turkey's ‘special EU status’ or 
‘privileged partnership’ was in the back of my head. Curators Charles Esche and 
Vasif Kortun selected 56 artists for the Biennial and moved away from the iconic 
Sultanahmed area where previous editions took place. Instead they offered 
various sites within the Beyoglu area to the artists, some of which had just 
finished residencies in the city, thus responding directly to the exhibition’s theme 
- ‘Istanbul’. Michael Blum, for example, turned his space into a museum paying 
tribute to Safiye Behar and Phil Collins brought his Smiths karaoke to the Balans 
nightclub. In one of his drawings Dan Perjovschi suggested ‘bungee-jumping off 
the minaret’, instead we had fish döner together and drank lots of 'caj' [tea]. 
 
The tour, following our stay in the metropolis at the Bosphorus was going to take 
us to seven countries and through just as many borders. We were aware of the 
series’ of exhibitions organized in recent years featuring artistic practices in the 
Balkans1.  Yet as young curators with an old institution behind us, we knew very 
little about the countries of the ‘New Europe’ but were eager to engage in 
encounters with the reality of their lives rather than rely on western stereotypes. 
We might have appeared as some globetrotting curator pack, but hopefully some 
of the relationships built during this trip will foster in our roles as ‘invisible’, ‘co-
dependent’2 or institutionalized professionals in the near future.  
 
The Red House in Sofia used to be the home of the sculptor Andrey Nikolov and 
is now a cultural centre, which also boasts a B&B. We met with artist Luchezar 
Boyadjiev for lunch next to the ICA/ Ata centre in Sofia. A remarkable project he 
and curator Iara Boubnova were involved with over the last year was the Visual 
Seminar, devoting its attention to visual culture in so-called transformation 
societies on the example of the Bulgarian capital. Luchezar also gave an 
                                                
1 1. Fall of 2000: In Search of the Balkans, Neue Galerie am Landesmuseum Joanneum, Graz, Austria with curated by 
Peter Weibel, Roger Conover, Eda Cufer. 
2. Spring of 2003: Blood and Honey / future’s in the Balkans, The essential collection, Klosterneuburg/Vienna, Austria, 
curated by Herald Szeemann. 
3. Fall of 2003: In the Gorges of the Balkans, Kunsthalle Friedericianum, Kassel, Germany curated by René Block. 
 
 
2 For a detailed account on the ‘invisible curator’ and the ‘co-dependent curator’ see Craig Burnett and Paulo O’Neill’s 
contributions to Art Monthly 291 (11/2005) 



introduction to the artistic and institutional life of the city, of which there is not 
much. Commenting on this problem and the absence of an art market, 
collections, sponsorship and patronage, the young artist Ivan Moudov organised 
the fake opening of a fake Contemporary Art Museum in April 2005. Everybody 
came, including ambassadors, lured by the promised yet unredeemed presence 
of exile Bulgarians Christo and Jean-Claude. 
 
An overnight bus from Sofia to Skopje had to stop several times at the border for 
controls and drug searches. The Turkish stamps in the variety of our passports 
(Irish, Italian, Romanian and German) confused the patrols, which thought we 
might be on an UN mission. After some sleep in Skopje we met with artists 
Hristina Ivanovska and Yane Calovski at Press to Exit, a project space on the 
grounds of Pro Helvetia3, with an exhibition, talks programme and also offering a 
visiting curatorial initiative.  
At the Museum of contemporary art, donated by the Polish government after the 
earthquake of 1963 and stunningly located on a hilltop overseeing the city, there 
was, besides some male nude photography by Edward Lucy-Smith, little art on 
display. One floor was cordoned off because of a leaking roof. The museum’s 
director had to rush, but did not miss the chance to quickly open the bookshop, 
encouraging us to help ourselves. In the afternoon, artist Oliver Musovik kindly 
offered a city tour pass Mother Teresa monument, the Japanese building 
construction aid post- 1963, the decaying Tito propaganda, an artist space in 
limbo behind the old train station, the blind peoples club and an ex-Yugoslav 
sweets 'flagship store' that survived into the capitalist era.  
 
Moving west from Skopje towards Albania we had to pass the north end of the 
Pindus Ranges mountains with more than 2000 m heights. On recommendation 
by Oliver the four of us decided to travel by taxi. Zoran I, in his main occupation a 
guard of the Museum of contemporary art picked us up at 5 a.m. and drove us to 
Ohrid, without stopping to question our national backgrounds, [i.e. 2nd hand car 
prices in Germany, the legacy of Helmut Kohl and Gerhard Schroeder]. Ohrid is a 
beautiful place on a lake where the Yugoslav emperor Tito used to spend some 
of his holidays. During breakfast we met our second driver Zoran II, a Bud 
Spencer Look-alike keen to show us around the local sights such as Ohrid castle.  
 
On a makeshift border between Macedonia officers stuck some containers 
together, a table under a white tent is serving for chess and card games. It was 
like arriving on a theatre set. A lady was mopping the concrete floors, cars got 
washed, and behind us were vehicles full of Macedonian grapes waiting to pass 
the border without tax paying. Suddenly a fight broke out with groups of men and 
women accusing each other. Police looked on and while a car pulled off with 
great speed the ocean to our right kept sparkling in the summer sun. After paying 
a 10 Euro hospitality fee each, UFO shaped bunkers in different sizes (one 
person/ two person/ family category) welcomed us to Albania. Confronted with an 
unbelievable accumulation of Mercedes-Benz cars spanning all generations (the 
                                                
3 The Swiss cultural programme Macedonia 



‘new symbol for Albania’, as artist Sislej Xhafa recently pointed out4) we slowly 
made our way through Tirana’s traffic and towards the 3rd Tirana Biennale. 
Opening in five episodes5, we encountered the work of Stefano Romano who 
proposed the utopian idea to build a bridge between Albania and the south of 
Italy. The artist calculated the amounts of materials needed for this enterprise 
and conducted interviews on the street. With a quarter million of Albanians 
already living in Italy most of the people interviewed thought it was a pretty good 
idea to go ahead with the bridge. 
 
Travelling along the coast from Tirana to Dubrovnik the change of scenery was 
striking. The first bus took us to Shkodre, a ‘new’ home to many migrants from 
the surrounding mountain villages, a struggling civil society and the hometown of 
internationally acclaimed artist Adrian Paci, who is now based in Milan. Most of 
Paci’s often highly personal work deals with his own history and Albanian 
identity. Watching his films after witnessing the radical social and political strife of 
his Albanian compatriots, I am slowly coming to terms with motives and 
reoccurring visual iconography in his work. 
 
The four of us carried on by taxi into Montenegro and by bus into Dubrovnik, a 
shining tourist Mecca. Slaven Tolj is running art Lazareti gallery with an 
upcoming residency programme. Across the street is the museum of modern art, 
where I saw Tomislav Gotovac's Dead man walking (2002), a ready-made film, 
constructed of the excerpts from Gotovac's, other authors' and archived 
(documentary) films, a provocative collage of his avant-garde artistic activities 
from 1960/70's and personal settlements with political ideologies of the twentieth 
century. 
From Dubrovnik to Zagreb we took the overnight bus; a hectic schedule was 
waiting ahead of us. Nada Beros and her colleagues from the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Tihana Puc and Ivana Mestrev showed us around their 
premises and the adjacent Kunsthalle were a luxury car presentation including 
free Champagne was taking place. Perhaps this was part of the fundraising 
efforts for the New Museum of Contemporary Art, the first museum to be built in 
Zagreb in 125 years, and the largest museum ever in Croatia.  Passing Zagreb 
by tram we arrived at the international expo fairground to visit ‘Insert, a 
Retrospective of Croatian Video Art’. After tea with one of the participants, David 
Maljkovic, we visited his friends at galeria Nova. Run by the non-profit collective 
What, How and for Whom (WHW), the group is organising exhibitions, readings 
and public discussions in Zagreb and abroad.  
 
Arriving in Belgrade early in the morning, the 46th October salon was opening, an 
annual international exhibition organised under the auspices of the kulturni centar 
Beograda. Amongst the 'award winners' this year were Uros Djuric and Sejla 
Kameric, two artists from Serbia-Montenegro and Bosnia-Herzegovina 
                                                
4 during a conference paper as part of ‘Missing identity’, organized by Portikus and Staedelschule in Frankfurt, November 
2005 
5 The 3rd Tirana Biennale run 10. September through 28 October 2005, and its five episodes were curated by Zdenka 
Badovinac, Roberto Pinto, Joa Ljungberg, Hou Hanru, Edi Muka & Gezim Qendro.  



respectively, with an ongoing project of a 'staged romance' finding its only visual 
representation and dissemination in the Serbian yellow press. We spent one 
afternoon visiting the artist association and gallery Remont. Also the editors of 
Remont magazine for contemporary art, its committee has changed over the 
years while struggling to maintain an international programme with few 
resources. Their location might also change as the shopping centre where they 
are currently housed is up for demolition. On the other side of the river sits the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, hosting a strong collection of Yugoslav art 
produced since 1990. Besides some early paintings by Uros Djuric, my personal 
highlights were the cartoon strips Life under the sanctions by Alexander Zograf 
and Vladimir Nikolic's Ritum (2001), a video installation featuring five youngsters 
making the sign of the cross over in orthodox manner in tune with the beats of 
techno music. Finally and although strongly recommended by one of our hosts, 
o3one gallery director Stevan Vukovic, we did not manage to catch a match of 
Red Star Belgrade, the local art scene football favourite.  
 
Another 16 hours by train is Bucharest, the Romanian capital. I remember a 
foggy morning train ride over the rural landscape and a circus-like performance 
upon arrival on the platform. We marvelled at a city completely out of proportions 
and the equally huge billboards before walking towards the 2nd biggest building in 
the world. Commissioned by the dictator Ceaucescu himself and designed by the 
very young Anca Petrescu, the building developed as a palace rather than a 
'house of the people'. Completed shortly after Ceaucescu’s execution in 1989, it 
now houses, next to governmental offices, the National Museum of 
Contemporary Art (MNAC). Inaugurated with exhibitions imported from Paris, the 
museum has sparked a lot of controversy and was criticised as ‘mutilating not 
only the local visual art scene, but the Romanian culture as a whole’ (Lia 
Perjovschi). To get there takes half a day because there is no signage and once 
inside the collection display is scary. Paintings are hung in metal drawers and the 
mostly figurative sculptures have a label around their neck. On the 2nd floor, 
between a real and a fake wall, a door opens to the collection of Ceaucescu 
portraits. The question arises - how can one ‘exorcise the past and rework it into 
a promising future’ (MNAC press release) here, in this palace? The summer 
2006 will see the second Bucharest Biennale with the emblematic concept 
Chaos: The Age of Confusion. However, the contemporary art museum is not a 
participating venue. 
After visiting the humanly scaled old city centre, we passed the rest of the day at 
Perjovschi's studio in company of some local artists, critics and cuisine. Our 
itinerary led us further to the girls of H.arta in Timisoara, where we met with 
practitioners from Cluj and Iasi, and then via Arad onto a brief spell of Budapest. 
There, many of the artists we encountered en route through the Balkans enjoy 
their place in the white cube setting of the Museum Ludwig.  
It is difficult to draw a conclusion after a trip like this, stopping everywhere for a 
few days only, if there is one then that there is a certainly no homogeneous 
‘Balkan Art’, but an exciting variety of artistic practice waiting to be contextualized 
within a broader circuit. 



 
 
Tobi Maier is a curator, critic and broadcaster based in London 
 
 
 
details: 
 
• For train journeys we bought a 5-day Balkan flexi pass for ca 100 Euro at the 

Istanbul train station 
 
• Sofia, Red House B&B: www.redhouse-sofia.org 
 
• For more information on the Visual Seminar go to www.cas.bg and 

www.projekt-relations.de/en/explore/visual_seminar/index.php 
 
• Institute of Contemporary Art, Sofia (in ATA centre): 2 Pope John Paul II Sq. 

2 floor, Sofia 1421, ata_ica@yahoo.com, tel. (+3592)8657429 
 
• Press to exit gallery, Skopje: Maksim Gorki 19, 1000 Skopje, 

presstoexit@on.net.mk, www.pro-helvetia.org.mk/presstoexit/ 
 
• Museum of Contemporary Art, Skopje: www.msuskopje.org.mk 
 
• Skopje youth hostel: ferijalen@hotmail.com, 00389-2-3114849 
 
• For more info on the 3rd Tirana Biennale see www.tiranabiennale.net 
 
• Hotel Noble, Tirana: Rr. Urani Pana, next to Tirana International Hotel and 

close to Skernderbej Square, Tel 04256444 [The hotel’s name originates from 
in the owners Edmond Godolja passion for the collection of portraits of all 
Noble prize winners] 

 
• Art Workshop Lazareti in Dubrovnik; E-mail: arl@du.htnet.hr 

Frana Supila 8 / Lazareti, HR-20000 Dubrovnik  
Tel.:/fax: + 382 20 423 497 , 421 114  

 
• Museum of Contemporary Art, Zagreb www.mdc.hr/msu/ 
 
• Gallery Nova, Zagreb. Teslina 7, phone  4872-582. 
 
• Hotel Prag, Belgrade, Narodnog fronta 27, ++381-11-3610422 
 
• October Salon, Belgrade, www.oktobarskisalon.org, sp@kcb.org.yu ; 

aebm@kcb.org.yu 
 



• Galerije remont, makedonska 5, 2nd floor, remont@remont.co.yu 
www.remont.co.yu 

 
• Museum of Contemporary Art , Belgrade www.msub.org.yu 
 
• O3one gallery, Belgrade, www.o3.co.yu  
 
• National Museum of Contemporary Art, Bucharest, www.mnac.ro 
 
• Bucharest  Biennial 26.May -27.June 2006, www.bucharestbiennale.org 
 
• H.arta, str. Iuliu Maniu 3 et. 2, Timisoara www.e-cart.ro/harta/p/g/p_g.html, 

harta.harta@gmail.com  
 
• LUMU, 1095 Budapest, Komor Marcell u. 1. Tel.: 555 3444 

www.ludwigmuseum.hu 
 
 
Some further reading: 
 
 
Web: 
• www.fridericianum-kassel.de/ausst/balkan03/SymposiumProgramm_en.pdf 
• www.projekt-relations.de 
• www.eastartmap.org 
• www.policiesforculture.org/info_network.php    
• www.e-cart.ro 
• www.idea.ro/revista 
• www.redaktionsbuero.at 
• What is to be done with “Balkan Art”? 

www.ljudmila.org/scca/platforma4/intro.htm 
 
Print: 
 
• Balkan Reunion/Public Conference, ICA Sofia, 2005, ISSN 0861-1718 
• Manifesta and us, ICA Sofia, 2005, ISBN 954-8334-72-0 
• Remont review – Belgrade art scene of the nineties, ISBN 86-84205-006 
• The last East European Show, published by Muzej savremene umetnosti, 

Beograd, ed. Zoran Eric and Stevan Vukovic, msub@msub.org.yu, no ISBN 
or ISSN number provided 

• 45th Oktober salon, Belgrade, ISBN86-84235-34-7 
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